
1. Install posts.
a. Location of posts determines placement and location of fence panels.
b. In-ground posts should have at least 24” buried.
c. If attaching to concrete, follow directions provided with masonry anchors. To guard 

against breaking or chipping, install flanges 3”- 4” from edge.
d. Posts must be plumb and aligned.  (If surface mount posts are not plumb, use shims as 

needed.)
2. If necessary, cut fence to fit between posts. Insure equal space between post and first picket at 

either end of panel.
3. Attach fence panels to posts using P/N 865 Adjustable Fittings.

a. Drill 1/4” diameter holes approximately 7/8” from each end of both top and bottom fence 
rails. Mark location using template provided with fitting set.

b. Drill 3/16” pilot holes in newel post for self-tapping screws. Use fence to determine 
location.

c. Four inch (4”) space under bottom of pickets is recommended for best appearance.
d. Attach L-shaped bracket to fence panel with nuts and bolts provided.
e. Attach fence to post using self-tapping screws provided.

4. Tighten all connections.
5. Fence has baked on finish. Touch up hardware, scratches and cuts with rust resistant (not 

latex) paint.
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                                                    Tool You May Need
       Level        Tape Measure        Drill        Mitre Saw        3/8" Box or socket wrench
       Flat Screwdriver        Center Punch        Hammer        Scriber or Pencil      
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Tools you may need 
Level  Tape Measure  Drill  Hacksaw  3/8” Box or Socket 
 Flat Screwdriver  Center Punch   Hammer  Scriber or Pencil 

1. Install posts.
a. Location of posts determines placement and location of panels.
b. If in-ground mounting, posts should have at least 24” buried.
c. If surface mounting:

i. To concrete, follow directions provided with masonry anchors.  To guard against
breaking or chipping, install flanges 3”- 4” from any edge.

ii. To wood, use lag screws
d. Posts must be plumb and aligned for installation.  (If surface mount posts are not plumb,

use shims as needed.)
2. If necessary cut panels to fit between posts. Insure equal space between post and first picket at

either end of panel.
3. Attach panels to posts using P/N 865 Adjustable Fittings.

a. Drill ¼” diameter holes approximately 7/8” from each end of both top and bottom rails.
Mark location using template provided with fitting set.

b. Drill 3/16” pilot holes in newel post for self-tapping screws. Use fence to determine
location.

c. Four inch (4”) space under bottom of pickets is recommended for best appearance.
d. Attach L-shaped bracket to panel with nuts and bolts provided.

4. FOR EMBASSY™ ONLY! If using on slope, slant before cutting.
a. Apply pressure to top rail downward and endward until desired angle is achieved.

(Spindles will remain vertical)
b. Cut rail ends parallel with spindles
c. Bend P/N 865 Adjustable Fittings to match angle

5. Tighten all connections.
6. Product has baked on finish. Touch up scratches and cuts with rust resistant paint.

METALIST EMBASSY 



1. Install Gate
2. Installing the spring

a. The spring is mounted vertically
between the gate post and the gate
frame.

b. The end of the spring with the peg
already in place should be mounted on
the gate frame. This end should be
down.

c. Use the included screws to attach both
ends of the spring.

d. The spring may need to cross a hinge
to fit properly.

3. Put tension in spring
a. The spring should now be attached

with the included 4 screws. The spring
will be loose.

b. Insert the long bar into one of the holes in the top of the spring.
c. Rotate the spring in the direction of the closed gate.
d. Once the appropriate amount of tension is in the spring, place the small

peg into a hole near the mounting bracket. Remove the long bar.
e. Tension can be increased by turning the spring in the same direction;

tension can be decreased by turning the spring in the opposite direction.
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1. Install Posts
2. Hinge Installation

a. Determine the swing of your gate. The
hinges should be mounted on the inside
of the swing.

b. The top and bottom hinges should be
approximately 3 inches from the top and
bottom of the Gate Frame. The
remaining hinges should be spaced
evenly between top and bottom hinges.

c. Mount hinges to the gate, using included
self-drilling screws, with the barrel of
the hinge exposed. This will permit the
gate full swing.

d. Be sure hinges are installed in line with
the gate frame.

e. Once all hinges are mounted on the gate,
attach the gate to the gate post. Using the
included self-drilling screws, attach the
top and bottom hinge first. Secure the
remaining hinges.

3. Latch Installation
a. Install the latch keeper to the gate

post opposite the hinges. Use the
included self-drilling screws. This
should be centered on the post, about
five or six inches from the top. Be
sure latch is in proper position when
installing.

b. Use the included self-drilling screws
to attach the latch bar to the frame of
the gate. Use the installed latch
keeper to determine the positioning
of the latch bar.

Your gate is now installed. The gravity latch should secure the latch post when closed. A 
lock may be placed on the latch to prevent unwanted opening. Please order a self-closing 
spring if you wish the gate to spring closed. 

Keeper

Latch Bar 
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